Kitchen Timer
describing your day
in the evening

one adjective

wall calendar
week

theme word

month
poetry

a moment from your day

prose

description of a stranger
philosophy
absurdity

one-liners

15min Journal Writing

spiritual revelation
Write a list of "10 Things I Want Off My List Tomorrow"

Lists

Write a Win List of anything at all that went right during the day

Record a fantasy
Use 3"x5" index cards
Send it to yourself

Write a postcard

your present moment

Draw a picture

Doodle a cartoon

"Flow-write"
Written prayer

avoids white page syndrome

starting point

gets you into flow

when to use
short and simple

activate left brain
thoughts

statements

facts
activate right brain

types

feelings

questions
1. Springboards

explorations
quotations
for when you're stuck
Today I feel ___ years old. [6? 16? 60?]
I am excited about...
How am I feeling right now?

keep a list

examples

What's the most important thing to do right now?
My ideal work environment would include...
How do I feel about [upcoming event]?

having a conflict with someone
more intimate way

when to use

get to know someone

Subtopic

send friend's sketches as gifts

another

point of view of someone else

yourself

2. Character Sketch
description of person

What kind of people lives there?

"Investigate" your Home

generate lot of information quickly

when to use

overcome block

3. Clustering

another name for Mind Mapping!
moment in time

preserve

feelings

"snapshot"

sights
4. Captured Moments

smells

write from the senses

sounds
feelings

poetry
very flexible
Gestalt's "empty chair"

when to use

therapy

Me: Hi.
Fears: Hey there.

script

...
see another's point of view
clear unfinished business
past
present

time

Persons

future
any!

live

5. Dialogue

Progoff's

dead
imaginary
Events/Circumstances

types

Works
Body
Societies
Emotions/Feelings
Subpersonalities/Symbols
Resistance/Block

Author's

Material Objects/Possessions
Inner Wisdom
clarifying thoughts
identifying patterns or problems
Kathleen Adams

brainstorming solutions
getting below the surface

1990

when to use

240 pages

getting past the obvious
gathering a lot of information very quickly
it's usually not what you think!

on amazon.com
how to

focusing attention on what's really going on
It's OK to repeat

ideas and suggestions

journaling

abstract

Write as fast as you can

as therapy
techniques and tools

no need for complete sentences
It's OK to repeat

(1 = worst / 5 = best)

no need to make sense

book

Content

Just get it down!

rating

number your entries

Delivery Style

one sitting
nonsensical

Lists of 100s

don't be surprised

irrational

Review

any current issue is a good candidate for a list of 100s
conscious mind

wealth to choose from

excellent tools

enrich journaling

the good

6. Lists

practical tips

About
organization

1st 1/3

generic content hidden on specific tools
lack of standard structure for tools' descriptions

the bad

repetition

2nd 1/3

themes

usually 3 parts

only 13

not 22 tools
subtitle misleading
but 22 chapters

one or two really amazing entries

3rd 1/3

weird and from "nowhere"
group entries

find categories

mark entries

looking for themes

Luciano Passuello

review

after done
litemind.com

generate action items!
mind map

2008
Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial 3.0

100 Things to Write a List of 100 About (long list)

example
images

subconscious

Crystal Clear

Everaldo Coelho
www.everaldo.com

map contains full contents of book

divided by chapters

conscious
intuitive
non dominant hand
Discover the writer in you

circles
chunks

"performance" expectation

public

be patient
write in

"enjoyment" expectation

private

tips
Record for the future

angles

Know yourself

use color

7. Stream of Consciousness

Why Keep a
Journal

fixed time period
go with the flow

"Friend in Need"
Tool in therapeutic process
Heal relationships

go wherever it leads

Journal to the Self

begin anywhere

image

Access subconscious
Explore dreams

Book Summary
http://litemind.com

feeling
for other techniques

Develop intuition

good warm-up

Maximize efficiency

Journal Toolbox
access

Explore creativity

joy and creativity

Track life patterns

"significant points along the road of an individual's life"
markers
limit 12-15

Tell the complete truth faster

list
write

feeling (heart)

Date every entry
8. Steppingstones

Keep what you write
Write quickly

thinking (mind)

use different perspectives

intuitive (spirit)

Don't worry about penmanship
Start writing, keep writing

sensate (body)

Protect privacy

given moment

essence of your life

limit max size

Dreams

Guidelines

short

by theme

section examples

Divorce
Inner Self

daily

mundane
"punctuation marks of life"

across all moments

good to focus on specific issues

summary of day
suggestion: 100 words

later reference

focus on content

leave feelings to longer journal sessions

Journal Format

daily diary

later reference

easier
harder

indexing

by date

longer journal entries

jog your memory

good to see the big picture

one hour session

business logs

chosen period

monthly

write about your current situation

periodic logs

see patterns

Cross-Reference and Index

few months

favorite things

shows

highlights of year

lists

yearly

best things/worst things
accomplishments

review day

end of day
travel time capsules

send to yourself!

write on postcards
monthly intervals

ongoing chronicle

repeat topic monthly
list of springboards
31 topics

Rusty (single mother)

anger

10. Topics Du Jour

example

list

repeat topic biweekly

16 topics

express deep emotion

grief

when to use

closure
insight
brutally honest
4-letter words

catharsis

everything you wouldn't do
unfinished relationships
one-way
uninterrupted

completion

communication

3C

clarity
11. Unsent Letters

don't censor or edit!
they won't hurt anyone

let it go!

you can write to yourself from someone else

tips

use God as a recipient
you may decide to do so later

don't plan to send it!

but don't have that in mind when writing
anger/blame
hurt/sadness
fear/insecurity

5 Stages

Grief

guilt/responsibility
love/understanding/forgiveness
Roads not taken in life
alter reality
try another perspectives

when to use

fast forward into the future
already made each choice

step into the future
Decision Making

give your subconscious a voice in the process
Write as being someone else

Understanding Others
12. Perspectives

Create a vision for yourself
align subconscious with actions
journal entry with date in the future

Glimpses of the Future

review it when the time comes
"what if"
"if only"
pretend you chose it

if haunted by
Roads not Taken

go back to the situation you did not choose
window to unconscious

when to use

notebook
pen

keep by the bed

small flashlight
immediately
anything you remember

write down immediately
when awaking

how to increase dream recall

don't disturb the environment
conscious intention to remember
visualize you writing

when going to sleep

running script of dream life
themes for subconscious life

separate from any other journaling

"inner life" x "outer life"
personal (only)!
you
your current life

color-code
indexes

movies

13. Dreams and Imagery

interpretation
Guidelines

everything is a symbol
daily

dream log
working with dreams

give your dream a movie title
Create an index

List of Titles

stimulates creativity
Clustering
Dialogue
Captured Moment
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Techniques

given moment

for easy later reference

9. Time Capsule

Progoff
by theme

pressure

